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Abstract: The difficulty of the da’uq al-lughat approach to be applied in Balaghah learning for non-Arabic speakers like Indonesia raised alternative psycholinguistic approaches as a follow-up in maximizing language acquisition and language production. This article intended to conduct in-depth research on the urgency of psycholinguistics, especially in Balaghah learning. Library research was the research method of this article. Primary data sources were the book entitled “An Introduction to Psycholinguistics” by Steinberg and Natalia and “Jawahirul Balaghah” by Sayyid Ahmad Al-Hasyimy. The source of secondary data were obtained from other books and journals related to psycholinguistics and Balaghah learning. Data collection techniques were carried out through two ways of reading data, namely symbolic level and semantic level. Data analysis techniques included data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. This article showed that the important role of psycholinguistics in Balaghah learning was to examine the background of the problem from errors in understanding the meaning of language and the steps for handling it (problem solving). Psycholinguistic implications in learning Balaghah was to provide a more effective learning atmosphere in strengthening students’ competence and to encourage students’ achievement.

Introduction

Balaghah implies a branch of the Arabic language that discusses several rules regarding language style to be used in speech and writing.¹ Learning this branch is necessary because the learner and educator can make sure that Al-Qur’an is truly perfect kalam (speech) that was not composed by human being and its language patterns that

amaze the human in case of meaning and interpretation.\textsuperscript{2} By understanding \textit{balaghah}, individuals can speak and write regularly, according to both the situation and conditions in an artistic and rhyming tone.\textsuperscript{3}

Among the factors causing the above difficulties, so far it comes from the approach method used, namely \textit{dzauq al-lughah} (sense of language). \textit{Dzauq} is often portrayed as a sense of language.\textsuperscript{4} Precisely the Arabic sense due to the object of the \textit{balaghah} study is Arabic. The sense of a language will only be owned or controlled by native speakers of the language itself or people who use the language a lot, even if it is not a native speaker. Moreover, Arabic sense is able only be obtained by Arabs or someone who speaks Arabic fluently although they are not native speaker of Arabic.

\textit{Dzauq} approach (sense of language) is very closely relevant to the scope of psychological discipline. Psycholinguistics is the study of various mental processes that humans go through in the context of language.\textsuperscript{5} On the other hand, psycholinguistics also has four substantive dimensions, namely comprehension, production, biological and neurological foundations that enable humans to speak, and language acquisition.\textsuperscript{6} Consequently, it becomes something that is owned or processes something that is about to be spoken, written, or understood the language being studied. As a result, psycholinguistics has a close relationship in understanding the precious Arabic grammar contained in \textit{balaghah}.\textsuperscript{7}

Previous research on psycholinguistics in Arabic learning had been done by several researchers. The examples are Yusuf who conducted the research on

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
psycholinguistics in Arabic language learning methodology in the post-method era,\(^8\) Tjalau and Gani who researched on physiological aspects in Arabic,\(^9\) Tamaji who studied on psycholinguistic theory analysis in the development of Arabic language learning.\(^10\) Suryani on the Relationship between psycholinguistics and a communicative approach in learning Arabic,\(^11\) Ani and Gumianardi who had research on Arabic language learning in early childhood from a psycholinguistic perspective.\(^12\) Setiadi who conducted the research on the Arabic psycholinguistic approach in Indonesia,\(^13\) and Muhin and Yusoff conducted research on the role of psycholinguistic theory in Arabic language education.\(^14\)

A few researchers focused on Arabic learning in general. There have been limited studies concerned on the psycholinguistic approach. Therefore, this research intends to conduct in-depth research on the urgency of psycholinguistics, especially in Balaghah learning. The research objectives were to analyze the nature of balaghah, the purpose, learning materials, learning approaches, learning steps, what the teachers should concern and the relationship of psycholinguistics of Balaghah learning.

The main purpose of this article was to bring up an alternative psycholinguistic approach as a follow-up in maximizing language acquisition and language production in Balaghah learning. The subject matter in psycholinguistics had the correlation in the process of language teaching and learning activity itself. To achieve the research objectives, the library research method was used. Data collection techniques were carried out through two ways of reading data, namely reading at the symbolic level and reading at the semantic level. Data analysis techniques include data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification.
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---

Methods

To answer the research problems, the library research was used. This study can be referred as the activities series that related to the collecting library data, recording, reading and processing the research material. Hence, there are at least four main characteristics that needs to consider among others; First, dealing with the text or numerical data, not directly from the field. Second, library data is “ready to use” which means that the data are only obtained from the library, not in the field. Third, that library data are generally secondary sources, it means the material or data are obtained from the second hand. Fourth, the conditions of library data are not limited by space and time.

The data obtained can be described as follows: Primary data, namely: first it was taken from the main book related to Balaghah entitled "Jawahirul Balaghah” by Sayyid Ahmad Al-Hasyimy, and "Al-Balaghah Al-Wadhihah” by Ali Al-Jarim and Mustafa Amin. Second, it was taken from the main book related to Arabic, namely "Al 'Arabiyyah Baina Yadaik” volume 1 by Abdurrahman Bin Ibrahim, Mukhtar Ath Thahir, and Muhammad Abdul Khaliq Muhammad. Third, taken from a journal related to Balaghah, namely "Afkar Amin Al-Khuli Fi Ta'lim Al-Balaghah Al-'Arabiyah” by Mohammad Izdiyan Muttaqin. Fourth, taken from journals related to Arabic learning, namely "Al-Nadzhoriyah al-Binaiyyah wa Tathbiyqha fi Tadris al-Lughah al-'Arabiyyah” by Munayf Hudhair al-Dhawiy. Fifth, books and journals on psycholinguistics, namely "An Introduction to Psycholinguistics” by Steinberg and Natalia and "The Urgency of Studying Psycholinguistics Against Language Learning” by Wahyudi. Secondary data, namely other data sources related to psycholinguistics and balaghah learning.

The data collection technique was to determine the location of the data search. After the location was determined, the necessary data were obtained. At this stage, the data were read in two ways, namely: a) Reading the level of symbolic. The quick way without reading all sources is to capture the chapters, sub-chapters down to the smallest part of the book, and the synopsis. This step might help to find out the map of the research. Then, it needs to record the result on the data card and gives the code according to research category. b) Reading the level of semantic. It requires to read the collected data in detail, capture and summarize the main of the data. It also needs to be persistence to read every point to be analyzed. The primary data is the prioritize, if it is considered sufficient, the secondary data was immediately collected.
The data analysis model by Miles and Huberman was used as the data analysis technique. The analysis of qualitative activities are carried out continuously and interactively until it become adequate. Data analysis activities in this model include data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification. a) Reduction of data begins with the process of selecting, concerning, simplifying, abstracting and then transforming the raw data in the written records. The aim of this step is to obtain the findings to become the focus of the research. b) Data display is carried out to provide the understanding of the data to determine the next stage after the data is reduced. c) Drawing conclusion is the last step after the data reduction and the data display were carried out. The conclusions are summarized from the data. Eventually, the conclusions were presented the new findings.

Results and Discussion

Nowadays, the high demand for academic research has led to the need for joint studies between two disciplines and even more. This interdisciplinary study is needed to overcome various problems in human life that are increasingly complex.

As language activity is a complex human activity, apart from dealing with language problems, it is also related to the process of using the language. The activity of teaching and learning a language is not only done mechanistically, but also takes place mentally. That is, language activities are also related to mental (brain) processes or activities. Therefore, the study of language is not enough to be seen as linguistics only, but needs to be complemented by a study of mental processes or reason, namely, psychology which examines mentality processes. Thus, psycholinguistics exists as a combination of the two sciences, which has the goal of being able to describe human
language activities more accurately and clearly, especially in Balaghah learning as an important part of the acquiring process a foreign language.

The purpose of balaghah learning is generally divided into five main points as outlined below: first, it is to know the beauty of language style and to understand the secret miracle of Qur’an. Al-Qur'an is the holy book and the main source of reference for Muslims. Al-Qur’an is kalam or speech of Allah SWT. It is miraculously that passed down to Prophet Muhammad SAW. It was written in form of sheets or Mushaf and it was narrated gradually.

Second, it is to know the advantages of language style in Hadith. Besides being able to grasp the secrets of the miracles within Al-Qur'an, balaghah learning can also contribute knowledge about the superiority of language style in Hadith. Hadith is sunnah based on the words, deeds, behavior, and morals of Rasulullah SAW. The moral here is a character that has the same nature of events both before and after Muhammad SAW became a messenger. Hadith is the second reference for Muslims because every word of the Prophet Muhammad comes from the revelations given by Allah SWT and is not based on personal lust. Those all can be proven in the word of Allah in Surah al-Najm verses 3-4 below:

\[\text{وَمَا يَنْطِقُ عَنَّ الْهَوَى إِنَّ هُوَ أَلَّا وَحْيٌ يُّوْحَى} \]

The meaning: “Nor does he speak out desire. It is but a revelation revealed.”

Third, it is to know the secret privileges of Arabic language. Arabic implies the oldest language in the world. The advantages of Arabic that are not owned by other languages such as Arabic as a language that has been elevated by Allah SWT and it is used as the language of Al-Qur'an. This is proven that Allah SWT has relied on the words "Arabic" to the verses of the Qur'an. The verses referred to here are as

---

16 Talal Itani, Qur’an English Translation: Clear, Pure, Easy to Read Modern English (Beirut: Clear Qur’an, 2012).
follows: “We have revealed it an Arabic Qur’an, so that you may understand.” (Yusuf verse 2)

Fourth, it is to improve the speaking accuracy or fashahah experienced by the users or speakers of Arabic. Fashahah or clarity in speaking is classified as a clear expression of words to words (lafadz - lafadz). Besides, it has an easy understanding. Moreover, fashahah is often used by writers and poets. If someone can express verses that have elegance and high literature, then they are included as fluent speakers in articulating.

There are three classifications of purpose in Balaghah learning. They are for students, for general, and for Balaghah learning. The purposes of learning Balaghah for students can be represented as follows: a) Encouraging students to understand and examine the structure or style of the Al-Qur’an writing so that they can know and feel the level of Fasahah, Balaghah Al-Qur’an, and Al-Hadith. b) Improving the students’ skills to study Arabic and train them to appreciate the value of their language through literary works, both poetry and prose. c) Revealing that Balaghah is very significant and its materials can be utilized in various domains. d) Assisting students to understand Arabic culture better as well as local culture (Indonesia or the surrounding area), leading them to take examples of the beautiful Arabic style, and its equivalents in Indonesian or regional languages. e) Enhancing students’ capability to speak some words or convey ideas in a good, beautiful, and contextual direction within any circumstances, such as when doing communication in daily, doing literary criticism, reading messages in the mass media, and so on.

Psycholinguistics tries to analyze linguistic objects and psychological objects by focusing on the field of psychology. Psycholinguistics tries to explain language from a psychological perspective and as far as humans can think. Psycholinguistics is the science of applied linguistics which discusses the phenomena of language or the relationship between language and reason, as well as sociolinguistics, neurolinguistics,

lexicology, and language learning, all of which discuss the relationship between language and external aspects of language.21

In the language education curriculum at teaching staff educational institutions, psycholinguistics courses are included in the process of teaching and learning activities, not in linguistics. It might happen because the subject matter in psycholinguistics has the correlation with the language teaching and learning process, which includes; a) The nature of language, language functions, language components, language acquisition and learning tools possessed by humans, b) The process of the birth of a language, acquiring a first language (mother tongue), second language, mastering third or multiple languages. c) Brain activity when the language process takes place, the relationship between language, thought and culture. d) Language disorders and diseases (such as: aphasia) and their remedies. e) Good language learning.22

From the perspective of psychological principles, we can see the relationship between psycholinguistics and Balaghah learning from the link between language learning methods and learning psychology theory. There are two major theories of learning psychology, namely behaviorism and cognitivism. Behaviorism theory focuses on learning with habituation, repetition, imitation, reinforcement, and influence techniques, where this technique is in accordance with the direct method which familiarizes the learner with the target language by leaving the learner's native language, as well as audio-lingual which focuses on learning language by imitating and repeating language lesson.23 Meanwhile, the theory of cognitivism focuses on language learning with techniques of understanding and deepening in terms of language skills (al kifayah al lughawiyyah) rather than language performance (al ada’ al lughawiyy) as echoed by behaviorism. This concept is in accordance with the General Translation Method and the Silent Way method.

The material used in *Balaghah* learning is aimed to comprehend Al-Qur’an, Al-Hadith, and Arabic expressions. Consequently, the material will deliver on understanding these things. If the material can be interpreted properly, then the understanding of the Qur’an can also be realized well. *Balaghah* has three materials of study, including the following: *Bayan* (علم البيان) Etimologically means “opened” or “clear”. Whereas, in learning *balaghah*, *bayan* is a discipline material that studies the techniques to convey an idea with varied editors. The objects of this study are *tashbih* (parable), *majaz* (connotation). *Ma’ani* (علم المعاني) Etimologically, *ma’ani* means “a meaning”.

In terminology, *ma’ani* is a discipline material of *balaghah* that defines how the expression of an idea or feeling into a sentence under the demands of the context. It includes: *musnad* and *musnad ilaih*, *kalam* (expressions), *fash* and *washl*, *qashr*, *ithnab*, *ijaz* also *musawah*. *Badi’* (علم البديع) According to the lexical understanding, *badi’* is described as a new study with no previous instances. Moreover, in terminology this material is defined as a part of *balaghah*. Particularly, it is a discipline that discussing how to beautify an expression, both at the level of words and meaning. As previous points, *badi’* has a scope of study such as: *muhassinat lafdziyyah* and *muhassinat makkawiyyah*.

This *Balaghah* learning material is in line with the theory conveyed in the research conducted by Yusuf entitled “Psycholinguistics in Arabic Language Learning Methodology in the Post-method Era”. Yusuf put more emphasis on the position of Psycholinguistics in the post method era, while the researcher delivered *balaghah*
learning materials in Arabic language education in general as described above. Yusuf said "Based on psycholinguistics, the Arabic language learning methodology produces various models in learning, namely active learning, cooperative learning, and standard". Yusuf emphasized the position of psycholinguistics as an alternative method of learning Arabic. Meanwhile, this article emphasized on the position of psycholinguistics as an alternative of Balaghah learning.

Balaghah can be studied using two approaches as outlined below:28 Deductive Approach (Madkhal Qiyasiyy) the focus of this approach refers to the learning of balaghah that is originated with the principle material of ma’ani, bayan, or even badi’ first. Then, it arose by models to clarify the principle that has been learned. It can be said that this approach departs from something general to a specific one.29 Regarding the theories that have been known by students, they are guided to look at various examples, analyze phenomena, critique various works and so on. This deductive approach tends to be directed at memorizing rules by defining (ta’rif) and general principles (al-mabda ’al-’amm). Next, it was understood by giving examples of relevant phrases and the application of these rules.30

Inductive Approach (Madkhal Istinbatiyy) this approach signifies the opposite of the deductive approach. Balaghah learning starts with the portrayal of some relevant examples, then it is read, discussed, concluded in the form of principle or grammar. In the first stages, students are asked to observe examples, compare with others. Then, they are invited to look for other examples, and they are directed to the proper conclusion.31 In detail, the inductive approach follows 6 steps, namely: introduction (mukaddimah), presentation (’ardh), relation (tabth), deduction of rules (istinbat qaidah), and application (tathbiq). Hassan demonstrated that basically, the approach is the same as the work procedures performed by nahwu experts. Including the balaghah experts when they

are collecting the material, then classifying the material and selecting it until it is induced and educated.\textsuperscript{32}

At the \textit{rabth} stage, the teacher presents a comparison (\textit{muwazanah}). This stage is arranged by conferring many models. \textit{Rabth} stage is also expected to concern on the equivalence between examples of expressions in Arabic (\textit{Al-Qur’an}, \textit{Al-Hadith}, \textit{Syair}, \textit{Natsr}, etc.) and their equivalents in the local Indonesian language or culture such as proverbs, aphorisms, poems, popular sentences, advertising, journalistic languages and Indonesian grammar. Those can help students to more quickly understand \textit{balaghah}. Next, the students are asked to conclude by discussion. After that, the summarized and understood grammar was applied in the form of exercises or assignments, both oral and written, intensive (\textit{mukatstsaf}), and extensive (\textit{muwassa’}). Regarding the above statements, \textit{Rabth} is used to create cohesiveness between theory and practice or between the cognitive realm and psychomotor practices, and between \textit{ma’rifah lughawiyah} (language knowledge) and \textit{mumarasa lughawiyah} (language habits).

Consequently, this inductive approach has a significant role to be applied to students who study in the Arabic department. The reason is due to they already know two Arabic grammars, namely \textit{nahwu} (syntax) and \textit{sharf} (morphology). Both grammars can assist Arabic department students in learning \textit{Balaghah}.\textsuperscript{33} The approach to learning \textit{Balaghah} is different from the theory presented in research conducted by Tjalau and Gani entitled Physiological Aspects in Arabic; Psycholinguistic Studies.\textsuperscript{34} Tjalau and Gani put more emphasis on Psycholinguistic methods to study physiological aspects in Arabic. Meanwhile, this article examined psycholinguistics as an approach to learning \textit{Balaghah}.

The steps taken in teaching \textit{balaghah} were as follows:\textsuperscript{35} The teacher provides texts before starting the learning activities, the teacher shows students about texts that
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have been prepared, both in the book, worksheet, and blackboard, reading texts alternately that is started by the teacher then followed by students. After that, the teacher explains the meaning of difficult words, the idea of texts given to students, and the students are asked to analyze it. Then the teacher takes several examples from texts to be used as examples in the intended Balaghah, then written on the board. After that, the teacher asks questions with the students about the meaning of the arrangement of the examples in texts and compares them with other similar meanings, but different sentence structures. The teacher demonstrates the difference between strength and beauty in being a metaphor of texts and no metaphor.

Students understand as best as they can while the teacher reveals the name of texts in Balaghah. The teacher provides examples chosen from other texts to practice speaking or verbally about Balaghah that has been learned by students, then the teacher provides several exercises in the form of writing by giving literature texts that are contained with Balaghah inside. Hence, the above seven steps must be understood by both students and teachers, so that the learning process of Balaghah can run optimally, effectively, and fun.

Many Arabic students are thought to be very familiar with Arabic culture, apparently they are less familiar with Arabic culture. Moreover, they rarely understand and enjoy Arabic literary works such as ayat, matan hadits, syair, and natsr. So, balaghah certainly feels strange to them. Besides, sometimes indeed from the beginning, this material has been considered difficult by them. This is based on their experience in learning other Arabic materials such as nahwu, sharaf, insya’, and so on. In the experience of the students, Balaghah is one of the difficult Arabic materials to be mastered or understood. It has an impact on the emergence of negative perceptions and less interest in Arabic learning. Therefore, the reveals several things that need to be considered by the teacher in teaching Balaghah including:

Do not make Balaghah as a subject only for memorization of rules, definitions, few examples without any understanding and application. Students are allowed to apply the grammar that they know naturally and feel the values of art and its esthetic. The main principle of learning Balaghah is to combine it directly with Arabic texts. Particularly, in the Al-Qur’an which has elements and rhetorical value and is worthy of being an example. The biggest mistake of learning Balaghah is that its principle has been introduced before students understand Arabic’s texts. Relate examples of Arabic rhetoric to what is always used in daily conversation, whether in the form of Indonesian expressions, culture, or the context in which students are located.39

Connecting one element of rhetoric with other elements such as al-jinas with al-saj’ which both indicate the harmony of sound or phoneme. Then, al-muqabalat with al-tawriyyat have relation in terms of the beauty of its meaning. Next, al-amr, al-nahy, and al-istifham under one thalab keyword, then al-tasybih with al-istidraj which both produce imagination with reality and so on. The above shows that teachers need to make a balaghah chart as a mapping material and teaching material for their students. As a result, students have a complete mindset before going further. Generating the relationship of rhetoric from the psychological aspect with reality and the situation when rhetorical texts are issued. In this way, students are expected to be able to feel why writers are talking about wisdom, love, war, women, tolerance, and so on. By knowing the those six points above, they must be understood by the teacher carefully. Eventually, language class will be far with the obstacles particularly in the learning process of balaghah to students majoring in language or students who are not majoring in language. Psycholinguistics in Balaghah learning provides a more effective learning atmosphere to increase the students’ competence and students’ achievements. Psycholinguistics in Balaghah learning is meant as a new innovation to help the students to understand the nature and objectives of learning, to help the students to think creatively and innovatively and to encourage students to be more confident and independent. This is in accordance with the philosophy of constructivism education.

It was expected to carry out the research on these three points in the future; first, the socialization of the urgency of psycholinguistics in Balaghah learning for teachers

and students in the post-Covid-19 era. Second, this article focused on psycholinguistic studies in Balaghah learning. Third, psycholinguistics in Balaghah learning is supported by the teacher's abilities in psychology and linguistics. Not denying the fact that there are limitations in this study. This article used a library research method that distances itself from field phenomena. For further research, it is better to use qualitative methods by associating the respondents from any various ages such as children, early adults, adults, and the elderly to obtain the various findings. This article is still in the literature study stage where further research is needed qualitatively by understanding the phenomena in the field as well as quantitatively to test the research results in terms of the accuracy of the data figures.

**Conclusion**

Psycholinguistics in learning balaghah has a role and contribution that is quite large and very important. This role can be seen, for example, in examining the background of the problem from errors in understanding the meaning of language and the steps in handling it (problem solving). Based on the theory from Dale Schunk that the main thing that needs to be considered by the teacher in implementing the psycholinguistic approach in balaghah learning is not to make balaghah a subject only for memorizing rules, definitions, and examples, but students are encouraged to apply these rules in a text. The weaknesses in this study are still in the stage of literature study which requires further research. Suggestions for future researchers are to use qualitative methods to understand field phenomena or quantitative methods to test theories.
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